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ABSTRACT  

The land of Rajasthan is full of many features; Kota Doria is an important feature among them. Rajasthan is the only 

state in India that has a wide range of handicrafts, textiles, handspun textiles and handloom products. Among the 

handloom products reflecting the culture of Rajasthan, the country is famous abroad and locally for a unique cloth made 

by weaving, popularly known as Kota Doria. It is also a heritage textile of Rajasthan, which is still kept alive by the 

weavers of Kota. Among the traditional textiles of India, Kota Doria is also a traditional textile which reflects the culture 

of India, and it formed in an area of Rajasthan that is the most prominent cluster in the major handloom clusters here. 

But for a few years, this legacy of Rajasthan is slowly coming to an end due to the decrease in the demand of this fabric in 

the Indian market. This study is based on primary and secondary data. The aim of this paper is to study multiple aspects 

of Kota Doria, which will help to make this fabric more popular in India and globally. Growing popularity can increase 

the demand for this fabric in the Indian Market and prevent it from extinction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A glimpse of the diversity found in every region in India is also visible in the handloom of that region, such as - 

weaving style, use of loom, employment status, product, design, economic condition etc., along with this. The 

handloom products reflect also the culture of India. Different states of India have their own handloom clusters, 

which in themselves have uniqueness and a different specialty. Major handloom clusters are shown in Table 1. A 

famous and a unique weave in the country and abroad is known as Kota Doria. Kota Doria is a very beautiful and 

unique weave and it formed in Rajasthan in the most prominent cluster in the major handloom cluster here. Doria 

fabric was basically woven in Mysore, Karnataka state Shri Kishore Singh, the king of Kota had the pit loom Doria 

fabric brought in 17thCentury from Mysore to Kaithoon. Kaithoon is 15 km. away from Kota. Mysore, located in the 

state of Karnataka, South India, is the place where Kota Doria originated. Kota Doria migrated from Mysore to Kota 

District of Rajasthan. Initially, it was called Kota Masuria. Because of its very high production in Kota, it got its 

name Kota Doria. The Oswal community was the first one to utilise Kota Doria fabric for saris. (I) Silk was first 

introduced in the 17th century; this was in the time of Raj Kumar Jagat Singh. Before the introduction of silk, only 

cotton yarn was used in Kota Doria. After the arrival of silk, this fabric was made using of a blend of cotton and silk, 

which was developed in a square check pattern. (II) Around fifteen thousand weavers; families are involved in 

making this fabric. More than 80% of the weavers are female. It is made by the Muslim Ansari community in the 

surrounding villages of Kota district of Rajasthan.(III) A village named Kaithoon, 12 kilometers from Kota, is 

considered to be the stronghold of Kota Doria. This fabric is a very beautiful fabric, made from a square check 
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pattern with a different combination of cotton and silk yarn with warp and weft, which is called khat. It is also a feature or 

characteristic of the fabric that gives it a transparent look. It is a varied and rich textile tradition created by more techniques 

than any country in the world, which has a wide range of clothing. Among the people who become weavers are those who 

are economically weak and women. It is an ancient, traditional, decentralized, family-based, laborious, artistic skill that is 

transferred from one generation to another. Weavers are from weaker sections of the society, who weave for their 

livelihood. Three types of yarn are mainly used in Kota Doria, cotton, silk, and zari. Cotton yarns are purchased from the 

western states of India, Gujarat and Maharashtra, and silk yarn from the southern states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. 

Gold and silver are also sourced from Surat in Gujarat. (IV) Weavers of Kota still use hand-weaving techniques to keep their 

product distinct.     

Table 1: Major Handloom Clusters of India (VII)                    

States of India Handloom cluster States of India 
Handloom 

cluster 

1.  Jammu & Kashmir  Pashmina Shawl 2.  Himachal Pradesh  Kullu Shawl  

3.  Uttarakhand   Lohi Shawl 4.  Uttar Pradesh  Banarsi Sarees 

5.  Rajasthan   Kota Doria 6.  Madhya Pradesh  Chanderi 

7.  Bihar   Bhagalpur Silk 8.  Assam  Muga Silk 

9.  Arunachal pradesh  Apatni 10. Nagaland   Naga Shawl 

11. Manipur  Phanek 12. Mizoram  Puanchei 

13. Tripura   Pachra 14. West Bangal  Jamdani Saaris 

15. Jharkhand  Tusser Silk 16. Orrisa   Ikat Sari 

17. Chattisgarh  Kosa Silk 18. Gujrat  Kutch Shawl 

19. Karanataka   Ilkal Saaris 20. Andhra Pradesh 
 Pochampalli  

 Saris 

21. Tamil Nadu  
 Kanchipuram   

 Saaris 
22. Kerala 

 Balrampuram  

 Saris 

METHODOLOGY  

The present study has been conducted in Kaithoon, a town in the Kota district of Rajasthan, which is also one of the 

important handloom centers of Rajasthan. The nature of the present study is descriptive and the study is based on primary 

data as much a secondary data. Sources of secondary data are various journals, books, Newspapers, and websites, 

published and unpublished thesis. 

Kota Doria undergoes two production techniques.  

 Preparation of yarn which includes activities like winding, warping, dyeing and sizing.  

 Preparation of loom which includes activities like drafting, denting, design setting and weaving. 

Mr. Ajger Ali Kachara is a master weaver and national award winner whose large family of five brothers and their 

sons are all involved in the weaving business. The entire production techniques is carried out manually and artistically on 

very traditional and age-old pit looms with a throw shuttle technique. Cotton and silk yarns are natural fibers, which are 

mainly used in this technique. Cotton yarn from 80s to 120s counts with combed quality is used. Silk yarns are used from 

20/22d to13/15d. For motif, weft insertions or other ornamental purposes, zari, jute and other fancy yarn sourced from 

Surat and near by areas are also used in lesser amount. The first process, winding, is carried out by the weavers after 

receiving the hanks, in which the warp is transferred from the hanks to the bobbins. The thread is then transferred from the 

hank to the spool. The next process is followed by warping, which has a predetermined length along with the number of 
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threads for the fabric. Weavers placed the wooden pegs along the length of the yarn and then tied a thick rope below it to a 

pair of iron pegs which is dug into the ground fully stretching the rope on each end so that a continuously crisscrossed set 

of two yarns may be obtained. The warp of 5 saris is fixed together, in which a stem of 30 to 36 yards is made, out of 

which there is also a thread of weft. This warp consists of 5 saris of 6 yards and 4 saris with blouses which are 7 yards in 

length. The yarn count is done with the help of two people, in which the first one twists the yarn with the help of heald 

which is called as ‘Hattha’ in local language. The yarn passes through the handle and another person holding the creel, 

which is called as ‘Pinjras’. The number of khat in the sari depends on the number of turns. Kota Doria sari is made of 300 

khats, in which 8 cotton and 6 silk threads are made in one khat, thus the total sari consists of 2400 cotton and 1800 silk in 

warp. After wrapping, the next process of dyeing is done by dyers. Anwar Hussein one of the best dyers in Kaithoon 

affirms that they knew about chemical dyes and used the same, they did not know about Azo-free dyes but now they also 

use Azo-free dyes [figure-1(f)]. Now they also know that due to the different properties of each yarn, the dyes are also 

different. They have a rich and artistic experience, due to which they obtain very beautiful effects by using the tie and dye 

method on fabric. This makes the yarn hardened and brings sufficient strength. The sizing is done after dyeing because the 

hardness and strength of the yarn simplifies the weaving process. Sizing paste applied on yarn is made from rice paste 

(maandi) and unusual wild onion which softens the yarn.  

 

Figure 1: (a) Cotton (b) Mercerized Cotton (c) Silk (d) Gold Zari (e) Silver Zari (f) Yarn Dying (Cotton & Silk) 

The drafting is done separately in cotton and silk yarn, which is firstly taken out in a part of the loom called the 

‘Ranch’, later coming out of the bamboo reed. The technique of making check patterns from cotton and silk is very 

efficient. In warp way and weft age four threads of cotton are taken along with two threads of silk. In Kota Doria weaving, 

patterns are created in extra weft using Jacquard or Dobby for design settings. To make a design on the fabric, the design is 

first made on graph paper, then it is transferred on the fabric, in the designs, the floral patterns, or any other intricate 

designs are made on the pallu, border, and body of the fabric. Lastly fabric is made by weaving in pit loom by throw 

shuttle technique. (II) 
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DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF FABRIC 

Cultural aspects  
This fabric is beautiful representation of Rajasthan culture heritage, distinctive 

hand woven fabric is known for their distinctive features.(IV) 

Social aspects  
People who work together become closer with each other and also modify and 

deepe the relationship between them. (VI) 

Economic aspects  

Plays a vital role in economic development of the rural masses of Hadoti region. 

After the GI registration, weaver’s income tripled and more order and work they 

started getting. Business houses interest expressed interest in investing in the area 

by setting up manufacturing units in the region. 

Technical aspects 

This magic fabric is made up of cotton and silk yarn in different combination in 

warp and weft. To create cheque patterns use cotton and silk yarn in the ratio of 8: 
6. 90 to 96 “khats” across the fabric width of 46 inches.(VII) 

Fashion and style aspect 

Due to its beauty and uniqueness, this fabric attracts Indian and international 

designers. Many designers also showcased the ramp in their shows by becoming a 

stylist and creating fashionable collection using Kota Doria fabrics. 

Marketing aspects 

The fashion push started by the Rajasthan government promoted this handloom 

fabric as a brand in the world for Kota Doria sari. But the direct marketing access 

has not reached the weavers even today and the weavers are still struggling due to 

it. According to Kota Doria weavers, there is a need for proper protection and 

better dissemination opportunities to promote the product internationally and 

increase their income. Unavailability for suitable markets, gap between demand 

and supply, high transportation cost.(XI) 

Livelihood perspective 
Low income generation from weaving is major reason for livelihood 

diversification.(VI) 

Status of younger generation  
All women’s are working but means are working other kinds of jobs like 

carpentry, wage labors kirana shop, welding, etc. 

Duplication of product 
Banaras power loom prepare sari on the name of Kota Dorian, which is basically 
machine made, duplicate, easy in preparation, low in cost.(XI) 

Power loom intervention 

Cheaper version of Doriya from Banaras and Surat has replaced the handloom 

one. Remunerations are not at par with the labour involved in weaving Kota Doria 

sarees, resulting in a vanishing art and artisans. With the number of artisans 

working on loom dwindling, the handloom Doriya will become extinct in the 

coming years  

CONCLUSIONS  

India has the highest number of handloom clusters, compared to any other country and it is also a matter of pride for us. 

Among the major handloom textiles, Kota Doria is one that is becoming extinct. Currently, this cluster is facing many 

difficulties such as duplication of product, power loom intervention, gap between demand and supply and high 

transportation cost. In the corona crisis, the business of Kota Doria has come to a complete standstill, due to which the 

weavers’ livelihood is facing a huge crisis and therefore, they are turning towards other works. As a result, there has been a 

huge reduction in the number of weavers, which is worrisome. The Kota Doria has immense potential which needs to be 

highlighted. In this paper, we have tried to study multiple aspects of Kota Doria, which will help in identifying the 

possibilities contained in it. 
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